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Abstract: We present the first short asymmetrical draw-tower photonic crystal fiber taper for
maximizing the power in the blue edge of a supercontinuum. The results clearly emphasize the
importance of the taper shape on the spectrum.
OCIS codes: (060.4370) Nonlinear Optics, fibers; (320.6629) Supercontinuum generation.

1. Introduction
Since its discovery supercontinuum (SC) generation has spawned intense research in nonlinear optics of both
fundamental and applied nature, and the field has now reached a point of maturity where commercial SC sources are
available. The focus has hence turned to stabilizing the spectrum and extending the spectral bandwidth into the UV
region below 400 nm motivated by commercial potentials in areas such as fluorescent microscopy [1]. In this work,
we present the first short asymmetrical photonic crystal fiber (PCF) taper fabricated directly on the draw-tower. The
fiber is tapered back to its initial diameter to facilitate better handling and coupling efficiency, and to allow for an
investigation of the asymmetry. We demonstrate efficient SC generation with extended bandwidth and, based on our
recent work [2], we give a clear interpretation of the results and provide a recipe for optimizing the taper shape for
maximum bandwidth and available power in the blue edge of the spectrum.
In the high-power long-pulse pumping regime, an SC spectrum largely consists of a solitonic red edge linked to a
dispersive wave (DW) blue edge through a complex trapping mechanism. As the solitons are redshifting they cause
the DWs to blueshift in a manner dictated by group-velocity (GV) matching [3,4]. Tapering provides a way of
altering the GV profile of the fiber, and hence the link between the spectral edges [2,5]. In a uniform fiber a soliton
can trap and blueshift a DW as long as it keeps redshifting and decelerating. However, when a soliton and trapped
DW enter a taper, the soliton undergoes a relatively larger change in GV (deceleration), which diminishes the
trapping potential and causes light to escape. The trapping process and leakage is illustrated in Fig. 1 with a careful
numerical simulation of the propagation of a soliton and seeded DW through a tapered fiber; the DW clearly starts
shedding light in the tapered part of the fiber. In our recent numerical paper [2], we coined the taper induced relative
change in GV as the Group-Acceleration Mismatch (GAM), and demonstrated that more light is blueshifted when
the GAM is minimised by making the down-tapering more gradual. This can be understood as an enhancement of
the interaction between the soliton and DW due to a minimization of the walk-off.

Fig. 1. Numerical simulation of a 20 fs soliton and seeded DW through a taper with an initial 1 m uniform fiber: Spectral evolution of the two
pulses through the taper. The DW is trapped at the taper entrance, but the taper causes light to leak from the trapping region due to GAM.
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2. Experiments
In continuation of our findings, we fabricated an asymmetric photonic crystal fiber (PCF) taper directly on the drawtower. Tapering directly on the draw-tower offers unprecedented control of the fiber parameters and excellent
reproducibility. A characterization of the taper’s coating diameter is shown in Fig. 2(a); the change in coating
diameter was found to be in agreement with the change in fiber pitch (hole spacing) calculated from cross-sectional
images, and the structure was fully preserved throughout the tapered section.
The asymmetry of the taper allows for a straightforward investigation of the impact of taper steepness on the
power in the blue edge by pumping the fiber from either side. Fig. 2(b) shows the spectra obtained when pumping
the fiber with a 1064 nm ps laser and compares the spectra obtained when pumping from the short and long downtapering side of the taper with that of a uniform fiber of a similar length, and the results are clear: tapering yields a
clear extension of the spectral bandwidth, and pumping from the long down-tapering side significantly enhances the
available power in the extended bandwidth as expected due to the lower GAM. The taper had 5 m uniform fiber
before and after the tapered section.

Fig. 2. (a) Profile of the asymmetric draw-tower taper determined by the coating diameter measured on the draw-tower. The structure was
maintained throughout the taper. (b) Experimental spectra when pumping the taper from the long (blue) and short (red) down-taped sides. The
spectrum from a 10 m uniform fiber (black dash) is shown for comparison. The insets show a schematic of the pump directions and a close up of
blue-edge, respectively. Pumping from the long down-tapering side clearly gives more power in the blue edge. The fibers were pumped at 1064
nm with 10 ps pulses at 14 W average power and 80 MHz rep. rate.

Combined with the results in [5], it is thus possible to tailor at least the blue edge of the spectrum: the bandwidth
is controlled by fixing the GV matching to a given wavelength, whereas the power is controlled by the length and
shape of the down-tapered section. For long tapers the fiber attenuation must be expected to start counteracting the
gain at short wavelengths.
At the conference we will present further measurements of other tapers and discuss the limitations.
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, we fabricated the first short asymmetric draw-tower taper and verified the importance of our novel
concept of group-acceleration matching (GAM) to find the optimal taper shape. Specifically, it was demonstrated
that the taper shape has a strong impact on the resulting spectrum, i.e., a longer down-tapered section yields a higher
power in the blue edge of the spectrum due to a correspondingly lower GAM.
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